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SCHOOL’S BACK IN SESSION,
TAKE EXTRA PRECAUTION ON THE ROADWAYS!
SCHOOL BUS SAFETY:
Information provided by: www.drive-safely.net
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It may seem like common knowledge, but many drivers on today's roadways are confused
about the proper driving laws involving school buses! In fact, on average about 50,000
motorists illegally pass school buses every day. Whether you are behind or approaching a
child-carrying bus that is coming to a bus stop, it is the law
for you to stop on a non-divided highway. However, if the
highway IS divided, you do not have to stop when you are approaching the stopped
bus. Although you do not need to stop, it’s still best if you take caution whenever
you are around a child-carrying bus! As a motorist, make sure the driver of the bus
has plenty of space around them to safely get the children and themselves around
the roads.
With school being back in session, this presents changes from
the traffic patterns during the summertime. Morning commute traffic may be heavier in your
area because of bus stops, or an increased amount of vehicles on the road due to people
making their way to school. Although drivers should already be alert for pedestrians, it’s
crucial to make sure your eyes are open to see any kids by the curb at the bus stop, or
walking to school, who possibly are not paying attention themselves. In the morning we are
all tired, but before you get behind the wheel make sure you are awake and aware of your
surroundings. Later in the day after school, or after school activities such as clubs or sports
practice may create situations with spurts of heavier traffic at odd times and more frequent
pedestrians.
A tip to help prevent any accidents from becoming a reality for you or a loved one: keep distractions in
the vehicle to a minimum so you can be completely focused on driving. Examples of such distractions include loud
music, numerous people talking to the driver at once and most prevalently, phone use. A yearround message to all motorists: DO NOT TEXT AND DRIVE. There will be time to text your
friends or family later when you get to where you are going safe and sound. Texting behind the
wheel will increase your chances of having an accident. Stay off your phone, keep distractions to a
minimum not only for yourself, but all the other drivers on the road who want to get to their
destination safe and sound.

Have important consumer information right at your finger tips! With links on our website
You will have direct website to articles, educational videos and our past newsletters.






boundaries of towing, mechanical repairs or collision repairs.
See our work! We have posted numerous “before-and-after” pictures of different
types of vehicles we have had in our shop throughout the years.




Read feedback from our customers!

independent, local repair facility.
Read an overview of the services we provide whether it’s within the

Learn about our business including information on our history and our goals as your

HALLOWEEN SAFTEY: Halloween is coming up fast! This year trick-or-treating will take
place on a Saturday night; which may present a much more dangerous environment than if it
was on a week night. People are worried about their weekend plans, and may not be as
vigilant as they should be. Make sure that children know how to safely get around on
Halloween night! Use sidewalks whenever possible, wear reflective material and never let a
child go out on their own without an adult! Happy trick-or-treating from the Crawford’s crew!

www.crawfordsac.com

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE!:
Visit us at:

www.crawfordsac.com
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FALL DRIVING HAZARDS
DEER CAUTION
You have a 1 in 77 chance of being involved in a deer collision each year in
Pennsylvania. Our state ranks as the fifth highest state in which accidents caused by
deer occur. There are approximately one million car accidents with deer each year that kill
200 Americans, cause more than 10,000 personal injuries and result in $1 billion in vehicle
damage, according to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) . Deer
can jump out before you see them coming, so make sure when you are driving your eyes
are focused on the road at all times. If you live in a wooded
area, take even more caution, especially at night when you
cannot see everything around you. Use your high beam
headlights to give you better visibility whenever there is no oncoming traffic at night. When
there’s one deer, there’s usually more close by. Therefore, if you see a single deer, do not
simply take off once it is out of your way. Look around the area for possible others to
prevent an accident from happening. Reminder: Pennsylvania is the fifth highest ranking
state in which deer accidents occur, and each driver in this state has a 1 in 77 chance of
being involved in a deer collision each year! The most common months to experience a deer
collision are October, November and December, with November having the leading number
of such collisions. Please be extra alert while driving these next few months!
If your vehicle strikes a deer, do not touch the animal. A frightened and/or wounded deer can hurt you or further
injure itself. The best procedure is to get your car off of the road, if possible, and call the police. If your vehicle is not
drivable, contact Crawford’s 24/7 #610-363-9111. Also, call your insurance agent or company representative to report any
damage your car sustained. Take a picture of the damage as soon as possible, especially if there is any fur on the vehicle
proving that a deer (or any animal) hit your vehicle! Remember: When an animal hits your vehicle, it is covered under the
comprehensive portion of your auto insurance policy. Crawford’s repairs many deer versus vehicle collision claims every
year. If you experience a deer collision, stop by and we can help you settle your loss.
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YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE YOUR REPAIR SERVICE!
AFTER A LOSS, EVERY INSURANCE COMPANY
WILL ATTEMPT TO STEER YOU!
It is the nature of the insurance industry to own the world or at least control it. Consumer protection law in
Pennsylvania states You Have the Right to Choose Your Repair Service. This could be your home loss, roof repairs,
water damage, automobile accident or fire loss. It really does not matter what type of loss you have experienced. If your
insurance carrier is asked to cover the expense of replacement or repair, they will attempt to help you choose the service
provider. The concept behind this arrangement is that the insurance company can control the cost of the required
reimbursement or replacement. Remember that we said control. For instance, if your vehicle is struck by another vehicle
and the at-fault insurance company accepts liability to pay for the damages, the first thing they will ask you is have you
had an estimate written and we would like you to go to our network body shop for the repair estimate and repairs. You
should be thinking, wait a minute…. Your insured hit my car, why would I allow you to decide who repairs my vehicle
(thus, deciding the cost)? The same tactics happen when you call your own insurance company to report a claim. Your
Insurance Company representative or agent will attempt to steer and direct you into their network of repair shops although
you can choose to go anywhere you would like for the repairs. Remember, they want to influence you into their network of
DRP shops to save their bottom line at the expense of your automobile investment. Crawford’s Auto Center is an
independent, consumer-oriented, auto body collision repair business that works for you, not an insurance company.
Insurance companies are the very best at controlling their market. They offer volume incentives to body shops
that will repair your vehicle based on the insurance company’s repair guidelines. This is called a DRP or Direct Repair
Program for shops that have contracted their allegiance to the insurance company versus following your vehicle’s
recommended repair procedures. You, the vehicle owner becomes lost in this arrangement because the DRP contract
forces the body shop to use improper (cheaper) repair techniques and aftermarket (non-OEM) or salvage replacement
parts. This is fact - the absolute truth - and if you question what we are telling you, go online and research Direct Repair
Programs or call us firsthand and we can help you better understand the difference between a DRP body shop and an
independent, consumer-oriented, repair facility. Remember PA State Law says You Have The Right To Choose Your Repair
Service. Exercise your right as a consumer!

WET LEAVES
Towards the end of the season the roads become even more dangerous to drive on, but
before the snow and ice of winter. The beauty of the leaves falling during autumn presents a
danger. Leaves on the roadway, specifically when wet, can be just as dangerous (if not
more, due to the common lack of caution taken around them) as ice in the winter. If there is
a pile of leaves along the road, try to go around it instead of through it to prevent losing
traction and, thus, losing control of your vehicle.

GENUINE OEM IS BEST
Genuine Original Equipment Manufactured [OEM] Automobile Parts are the best way to repair
your crashed automobile or truck. This is why… When you shop for an automobile, truck or for that
matter any other well known product that you use on a regular basis, you go online or acquire a
consumer’s guide to help you make an educated purchase. People want to make sure they get the
strongest return on their financial investment so they research products before they acquire them. It’s
the basis behind knowledgeable consumers who anticipate receiving positive returns on their financial investments.
Unfortunately, the majority of automotive insurance policies are written based on the usage of alternative Non-OEM
replacement parts. You will find this terminology written within the language of your auto insurance policy along with the
terms aftermarket, reconditioned, rebuilt or salvage parts; thus, lowering the value of your automobile investment! You
have a right to insist on Genuine OEM parts when your damaged vehicle is repaired. Do not permit your
insurance company or another body shop to tell you that alternative parts are as good as Genuine
OEM replacement parts because that isn’t true. They are not manufactured under the same quality
controls and they are not crash tested which can affect your family’s safety and the way your
vehicle absorbs impacts. If you expect a pre-loss collision repair, demand GENUINE Original
Equipment Manufactured Parts wherever your vehicle is repaired.

Vehicle Rescue Training with the Local Fire Companies!
Several nights throughout the summer our local volunteer fire companies, including Minquas Fire Company, Lionville Fire
Company and Alert Fire Company, used cars donated by Crawford’s Auto Center, Inc. for training purposes. The fire
companies trained using different emergency scenarios such as stabilizing vehicles and cutting up the vehicles to extricate a
victim. The last night with Lionville Fire Company they set up a live burn with a camper and then extinguished the flames.

